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CDM salutes its alumni
Contact Rosalie Marin at rosalie.marin@nova.edu for information.
The CDM will honor its alumni with receptions  
at the following conferences:
MAY 26–29, 2019 
American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry
Hilton Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois 
JUNE 27–29, 2019 
Florida Dental Convention 
Kissimmee, Florida
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Great Moments in Dental Education.  
What are they? Let me explain.
 My husband and I often celebrated our 
two sons’ successes and achievements when 
they were growing up—whether educational, 
athletic, community-oriented, or personal— 
by designating these events as “great moments 
in parenting history.”
 Faculty and administrative team mem- 
bers of our CDM academic learning community are committed to  
our students’ success and also enjoy celebrating their achievements, 
whether academic, research, or community-service oriented. I call 
these “great moments in dental education.” These accomplishments 
occur throughout the year: our White Coat Ceremony, Give Kids  
A Smile, and graduation, to name a few. These great moments also  
occur when our students, residents, or programs are recognized by 
outside organizations.
 In March, at the American Dental Education Association meeting, 
Nova Southeastern University’s College of Dental Medicine, along  
with NSU’s Dr. Kiran C. Patel College of Osteopathic Medicine, was 
awarded a William J. Gies Award for Innovation by a dental education 
institution. This award recognized and honored the innovative cur- 
riculum of the D.O./D.M.D. degree developed by my predecessor, 
Robert Uchin, and his colleague at the osteopathic medical school, the 
former dean, Anthony J. Silvagni. Launched in 2007, the D.O./D.M.D. 
degree remains the only joint collaborative degree of its kind in the 
United States. Our graduates are making unique contributions as they 
integrate medicine and dentistry into their practices, and their patients 
benefit as a result. (See story on page 14.)
 It is truly an honor to be part of an academic community such as the 
NSU College of Dental Medicine where these great moments in dental 
education motivate and inspire all of us, faculty and administration 
alike. Given our outstanding faculty members and talented students  
at the CDM, I expect that there are many more Great Moments in 
Dental Education to come.
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FIRST Impressions
 Evren Kilinc, D.D.S., Ph.D., M.P.H., associate pro- 
fessor at NSU’s College of Dental Medicine (CDM),  
is passionate about dental health, especially involv- 
ing children with cancer. Her interest resulted in the 
booklet Oral Health for Children with Cancer: How to 
Keep Your Child’s Mouth and Teeth Healthy During  
and After Cancer Treatment. The booklet’s idea came  
to Kilinc when one of her daughters was being evalu- 
ated for cancer. During visits to oncology centers, 
Kilinc noticed the lack of information on oral health  
for pediatric cancer patients, which can be adversely 
affected by cancer treatment. 
 The lack of information “haunted” her. She spoke  
to oncology team members, and searched websites  
of major pediatric cancer hospitals, but found limited 
information customized toward the needs of children 
with cancer. “Some sites were simply ‘see a dentist, 
brush your teeth’ type of general information,” said 
Kilinc, whose child turned out to be cancer free.
 Kilinc decided that the CDM could fill the void, so 
she began to write a booklet for parents and caregivers. 
While writing, Kilinc and pediatric dentistry resident 
Nelcy Sanchez researched whether caregivers knew 
about cancer treatment’s side effects. “We saw that most 
caregivers are not aware of the consequences,” Kilinc 
added. The 16-page booklet is written in layman’s terms. 
It includes details about what to expect during and after 
cancer therapy, at-home care, and more.
 A dental public health initiative, Oral Health for 
Children with Cancer is a joint publication of NSU’s 
CDM and the Master of Public Health program in  
the Dr. Kiran C. Patel College of Osteopathic Medi- 
cine (KPCOM). While writing the booklet, Kilinc also 
was working on her master’s degree in public health. 
The publication was her public health project. She 
enlisted the support of Phyllis Filker, D.M.D., 
M.P.H., and Cyril Blavo, D.O., M.S., M.P.H. and 
T.M., both of NSU’s KPCOM, as well as Linda C. 
Niessen, D.M.D., M.P.H., M.P.P., CDM dean, 
and Judith R. Chin, D.D.S., M.S., and Romer 
Ocanto, D.D.S., M.S., CAGS, CDM professors.
   The booklet has been distributed to the  
pediatric oncology clinic at Joe DiMaggio 
Children’s Hospital and to various South  
Florida support groups. Copies are available  
in the CDM’s pediatric dentistry clinic. Pres- 
entations on the topic have been given at  
area parents’ groups, medical doctors’ org- 
anizations, and health associations, includ- 
ing the American Public Health Association. 
   “If the booklet can raise awareness and 
prevent families from neglecting oral health 
during cancer treatments, it may help prevent 
additional pain, tooth loss, costly treatments, 
and other problems,” Kilinc said. u
Caring for Children with Cancer 
This 16-page booklet includes what parents can 
expect with cancer therapy and at-home care. 
BY NIKKY SUÁREZ
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A Day   in the Life
Team 2 leaders Antonio Godoy and Rick Vogel
(pictured center and right) work with D3 
student Patricia Reach.
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 Fourth-year dental students Gayane Avakyan and Juan Morales  
both have the same advice for anyone assigned to Team 2.
 “If you want an easy path, this isn’t it,” Avakyan said about 
working on Team 2. 
 “So many people who have gone before told me how tough it is 
to be on this team. And it is tough. But it’s because you finish an 
all-star,” Morales said.
 There are eight teams led by faculty members in the College  
of Dental Medicine’s patient care center on the Fort Lauderdale/
Davie Campus. Team 2 leaders are Antonio Godoy, D.D.S.,  
and Rick Vogel, D.D.S. The leaders are perfect bookends.
 “What is it that’s special about us? About Team 2?” Godoy 
tossed the question into the air without even being asked.  
Vogel responded, “Our skill sets complement one another.”
 Godoy specialized in prosthodontics at the University  
of Maryland. After that, he trained as a maxillofacial prostho-
dontist, a subspecialty of the field that involves rehabilitation 
of patients with defects or disabilities either present at birth 
or developed because of disease or trauma. “I’ve worked 
with cancer patients and others with traumas,” he said.
 Vogel, a general practitioner, said he represents  
the restorative department. “It’s a good mix. I  
like the restorative, and I overlap into fixed 
prosthetics,” he added.
GO TEAM!
 It’s a busy day in the clinic. Students 
approach Godoy in rapid succession to show 
him their work and get instruction. One 
student arrived with a mold in hand. 
 “Cover to the contour; we’re going  
to have to put more here,” Godoy said, 
FOLLOW THE PATH OF  
TEAM 2 DENTAL STUDENTS
BY MICHELLE F. SOLOMON
A Day   in the Life
Third-year student Melissa Batres treats a patient.
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showing the exact spot. “Don’t touch the acrylic until 
the very end.”
 Not far away, two students work side by side with 
Vogel as a patient gets an exam. “Sometimes  
I rescue the students from a situation, sometimes I  
show them what to do, and sometimes I just say,  
‘Good job.’”
 Vogel, who calls himself the team’s “dental dad,”  
said the setting is conducive to the mentoring process. 
“They stay with us for two years,” he explained. “The 
first year, we help them transition their theoretical- 
ideal simulation lab skills into real-life clinical basics 
and foundations. The second and final year is where  
we encourage them to take their next big step, 
learning to think and act on their own, become  
more efficient, and stretch their comfort zones.”
 “Every dental student is assigned a family of  
patients,” Godoy added. “D3s are paired with D4s.  
The idea is for the 4s to tutor the 3s, and they both 
benefit from that partnership.”
 Third-year student Karen Nachum said she’s only 
been working on the team five months and has  
already completed three denture cases. “I’ve had  
people on other teams call and ask me questions,”  
she said. “I’m so much more knowledgeable already. 
I’ve learned so much. I want to give my patients the  
best care and the best results, so if I have to spend  
more time doing things now, I know it’s going to  
pay off.”
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
 While there’s a lot of tough love on Team 2, the 
students said they wouldn’t want it any other way. 
Morales was given the chance to leave the team  
when the D4 he was paired with asked to switch  
to a different group. 
 “She wasn’t happy here,” he said, “and I had the 
option of going as well, but I knew that staying here  
was the right choice. Because, at the end of the day,  
you become the best.”
 Avakyan recalled an experience that solidified her 
knowledge that Team 2 was where she belonged. She 
had wanted to work on something extra, to learn 
something more. Godoy and Vogel encouraged her, so 
she created a study model of one of her patients.
 “Originally, he was to have a removable denture, but I 
had been working on this project as an extra,” Avakyan 
said. “When my patient saw this, he decided he wanted 
A Day in the Life
Above, fourth-year dental student Gayane Avakyan thrives  
on the challenge of being a part of Team 2.
At right, third-year student Trushen Patel, front, compiles  
data on a patient while third-year student Jorman Garcia  
continues treatment.
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•  D.D.S. from New York  
University College of Dentistry, 
with endodontic award
•  general practice residency at 
the Miami VA Medical Center 
ANTONIO GODOY, D.D.S.





•  D.D.S. from the University of 
Maryland, prosthodontics, 
prosthodontic odontology,  
and maxillofacial prostho- 
dontics training at the  
Universidad de Carabobo, 
Valencia, Venezuela
TEAM 2 FACULTY LEADERS
HOW IT WORKS
Third- and fourth-year students 
are divided into eight teams, 
and faculty leaders oversee 
each team. The team approach 
to treatment accomplishes two 
goals: to help students apply 
what they learn in didactic and 
preclinical laboratory courses  
to their patients, and to ensure 
delivery of comprehensive  
dental treatment.
The team concept, launched 
in 2011, strategically blends 
preclinical simulation and  
the clinical care of patients. 
 
TEAM LEADERS
TEAM 1  
Mauricio Guerrero, D.D.S.,  
and Rohit Mathur, D.D.S.
TEAM 2  
Antonio Godoy, D.D.S.,  
and Rick Vogel, D.D.S.
TEAM 3  
Francisco Jimenez, D.M.D.,  
and Virginia Noce, D.D.S.
TEAM 4  
Evren Kilinc, D.D.S., Ph.D., M.P.H., 
and Elaine Lara, D.D.S.
TEAM 5  
Panayotis Papatzimas, D.D.S., 
and Martha Gutierrez, D.D.S.
TEAM 6  
Tulia Gonzalez, D.D.S.,  
and Michael Patten, D.D.S. 
TEAM 7  
Jeffrey Garber, D.M.D.,  
and Steven Milhauser, D.D.S.
TEAM 8  
Randy H. Lichtman, D.D.S.,  
and Diego Araujo Dalla Bona, 
D.D.S., Ph.D.
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR  
CLINICAL SERVICES  
Rafael G. Castellon, D.D.S., M.S.
a full-mouth rehab. I told him that wasn’t the plan he accepted, but 
he wanted to move forward after seeing what I had done.”
 It was a proud day for Avakyan in many ways. “Because I had the 
support to work on this, I was able to show my potential,” she said. 
“And, in the end, the patient had the opportunity to see what it was I 
could do. Plus, this created a whole new opportunity for him, too.”
 Vogel said Avakyan’s story is a shining example of the Team 2 
mentality. “For some students, dental school is a long list of getting 
signatures and checking boxes; they think they’ll figure it out when 
they graduate,” he said. “Maybe they will, maybe they won’t. Others 
want to get it right while they are here. Take your pick. You can have 
it tough on the front end or on the back end when you’re out of here. 
Here, we encourage them.” u
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A LOOK BACK
 One could say 1997 was a very good year for Nova 
Southeastern University’s (NSU’s) College of Dental 
Medicine (CDM) and for Richard Valachovic, D.M.D., 
M.P.H., M.S. In the fall of 1997, NSU opened the CDM, 
the first new U.S. dental school in a quarter century. In 
March 1997, Valachovic became president and CEO of 
the American Dental Education Association (ADEA).
 It was a daunting time in U.S. dental education.  
From 1986 to 1997, six private dental schools closed, 
and a seventh would be shuttered by 2001. Because  
the concern about dentistry and dental education  
was so great, the Institute of Medicine—a component  
of the National Academy of Sciences—released a  
report in 1995 declaring that dental education was  
at a crossroads.
 TV viewers were being bombarded with toothpaste 
commercials declaring that the United States was 
raising a generation of cavity-free kids. “Perception  
in the mid-1990s was that we have taken care of dental 
decay in children,” Valachovic recalled. “And we had, 
for children in well-off communities. Underserved 
communities were quite another story.”
 Enter the CDM. “The NSU leadership saw there was  
a future for dental education,” Valachovic said. “In  
fact, there was an incredible need. NSU took the bold 
step of opening the first dental school in 25 years.”
A LOOK FORWARD
 Since NSU’s CDM opened, 13 new dental schools 
have opened nationally, with 9 of them affiliated with 
an osteopathic medical school, as is the CDM.
 Nova Southeastern University has been a leader in 
intercollaboration, championing greater interprofes-
sional education between the disciplines, Valachovic 
said. The cross-training experience allows students to 
see what each type of caregiver can contribute to 
patients. “Once in real-world practice, dentists edu-
cated like this are more likely to collaborate with  
others in health care,” he added.
 “Dental schools are imperative to modern health 
care,” Valachovic shared with Impressions on the eve of 
his retirement from the ADEA. “We have an obligation 
to help meet the need for access to dental care in the 
United States. And we need to respond to the demand 
for access to the dental profession.”
 He cited the 2018 U.S. News & World Report 100  
Best Jobs ranking, which placed dentistry No. 2 overall 
and No. 1 in its ranking of health care jobs. The ADEA 
currently processes 20 applications for each first-year 
dental student slot. The 66 U.S. dental schools now 
graduate almost 6,000 dentists annually to serve a pop- 
ulation of 327 million. By contrast, in the mid-1970s, 
there were 6,300 dental graduates serving a population 
that was estimated at 226 million in 1980. u
Dental Education
BY SANDI DRAPER
TRENDS TO SINK YOUR TEETH INTO
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Top 10 Sound Bites
“The most important devel-
opment over the last 25 years 
is the realization that dental 
care is not independent  
of overall health care.”
“Dentists and other health 
care providers have become 
much more collaborative.”
“Mouths are mirrors of the 
body. For example, there 
clearly is a relationship  
between inflammation  
in the mouth and the  
rest of the body.”
“U.S. dental offices register 
more than 500 million  
encounters with patients.” 
“Dentists can use routine 
checkups to engage and 
talk to patients about 
overall health.”
“Dental offices can be  
portals to primary care.”
“Digital dentistry, such as computer- 
aided design and manufacturing, 
provides opportunities thought to be 
impossible only a few years ago.”
“One exciting advancement will be  
the use of regenerative dentistry  
using stem cells to regenerate teeth 
and other oral structures.” 
“Dentistry will continue moving closer to the rest of 
health care in terms of how services are assessed. 
There will be less reward for volume and more for 
value, i.e., how well it cares for a group of patients.”
“Overall, the future consists  
of bringing the results of  
science and laboratory  
advancements chair-side.”
Tooth Be Told  
THE STATE OF DENTISTRY 
IN THE U.S.
#1  
100 BEST JOBS 
IN HEALTH CARE
#2  
100 BEST JOBS 
OVERALL
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT
20
NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS  
PROCESSED FOR EACH  
FIRST-YEAR DENTAL  
STUDENT SLOT (ADEA)
60  











6,300   
NUMBER OF DENTISTS 
GRADUATING EACH 
YEAR NATIONALLY
6,000   
NUMBER OF DENTISTS 
GRADUATING EACH 
YEAR NATIONALLY
226 million   
NUMBER OF PEOPLE  
IN THE U.S. NEEDING 
DENTAL SERVICES
327 million   
NUMBER OF PEOPLE  
IN THE U.S. NEEDING 
DENTAL SERVICES
BY RICHARD VALACHOVIC, D.M.D., M.P.H., M.S.  
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN DENTAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION (ADEA)
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 The motto of the Faculty Practice Dental Group at the 
Nova Southeastern University (NSU) College of Dental 
Medicine (CDM) is “We practice what we teach.”
 Located on the second floor of the college, the Faculty 
Practice Dental Group comprises dental professionals 
who are full-time CDM faculty members. They are given 
an option to work in the practice as part of their required 
personal development day. 
 “Some choose to do research in that time, others 
choose to work with students in the clinics, while there 
are those who come here because they want to treat 
patients,” said Rashondia Gaines, D.D.S., M.S., director 
of the Faculty Practice.
 “Some are here half a day a week, others do two half 
days a week, and then there are those who see patients  
for a full day during the week,” Gaines said. Those who 
participate are compensated for their work, receiving a 
percentage of the collections.
 Gaines, who has served as director since 2005, said 
patients tell her they like the confidence associated  
with having a dental professional who has not just  
been in practice, but is part of a teaching faculty. The 
Faculty Practice, unlike other dental facilities at the 
CDM, offers general dentistry and various specialties  
for adults and children that are provided by faculty 
members, not students.
 As Gaines said, “It’s just like going to your neighbor-
hood dental office, but it’s inside a university.” It is  
staffed with faculty dentists and specialists, patient 
access coordinators, dental assistants, hygienists, and 
X-ray and CAT scan technicians.
Practicingteachwhat they
FACULTY MEMBERS STAFF COMMUNITY DENTAL PRACTICE AT NSU
BY MICHELLE F. SOLOMON
Above, Rashondia Gaines, D.D.S., M.S., has served as 
director of the Faculty Practice since 2005. 
At right, Mauricio Guerrero, D.D.S., assistant professor, is 
assisted by Mirlande Pierre, left, at the Faculty Practice.
continued on page 12
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ONE-STOP SHOP
 The services offered are what can be found in a  
private dental practice, but there is something even  
more convenient about the Faculty Practice. “We call 
ourselves a one-stop shop, because you come to one 
dental office, and everything is under one roof,”  
Gaines said. 
 As an example, if a patient arrives at the Faculty 
Practice for general dentistry services, yet it’s discov-
ered there is a problem that may need more attention—
perhaps the services of a pathologist, radiologist, 
prosthodontist, periodontist, or endodontist—they  
are all within reach.
 “Most general dental offices don’t have the luxury  
of picking up the phone and having a colleague come 
over and take a look, or having the patient return to  
the same office for a follow-up with a specialist,”  
Gaines added.
 Patients also have access to Paul F. Bradley, M.D., 
D.D.S., B.D.S., director of the CDM’s Orofacial Pain 
Clinic. Patients with temporomandibular joint (TMJ) 
pain or facial pain are referred to Bradley for treat-
ment. He uses laser therapy and various other thera- 
pies to treat these kinds of maladies. Diane Ede-Nichols, 
D.M.D., M.H.L., M.P.H., chair of the Department of 
Community and Public Health Sciences at the CDM, 
also treats special-needs patients at Memorial Regional 
and Broward Health hospitals.
 “These doctors have worked in private practice,  
and many have had their own businesses,” Gaines said. 
“Some were in the field for 20 years or more and then 
came to academia. These are qualified general dentists 
and specialists.”
 The Faculty Practice is open Monday through Friday, 
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., with extended hours that are 
usually unheard of in private practice. Gaines, for 
instance, treats patients on Thursday evenings between 
5:00 and 8:00 p.m. On Saturdays, patients can see a  
general dentist, a dental hygienist, and an orthodontist 
from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
 “We make this convenient for people who work, or 
have other obligations, and can’t get to a dentist during 
regular hours,” Gaines said.
 For faculty members involved in the Faculty Practice, 
it’s the chance to continue their practice, foster relation-
ships with patients, and not have the inconvenience of 
being in the private sector. “I like that I can still treat 
patients, but I don’t have to be in that setting every day. 
I like having the flexibility of seeing patients for a full 
day, an evening, or on a Saturday,” Gaines said. u
Deborah Stiles, radiology assistant for the Faculty Practice, compiles patient data.
Practicingteachwhat they
continued from page 10
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OVERVIEW
Patients cared for by faculty 
members, not students
OPEN TO
NSU employees and the community
DOCTORS
30 dental professionals, including both 
general dentists and specialists
SERVICES
HOURS
Monday–Friday: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Thursday evenings: 5:00 to 8:00 p.m. 
Saturdays: 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
(954) 262-7213, (954) 262-4887, 
or (954) 262-7219 
dental.nova.edu/clinics
Top: Diane Marder, standing, and Jhoanna Lardizabal-Dungca, seated in front, 
schedule patients’ appointments at the CDM’s Faculty Practice.
Above: Rashondia Gaines said patients often comment that they like the  
confidence associated with having a dental professional who also is part  











• Removable Partial Dentures
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 When Zachary Heller graduates in 2021, he will 
attend two commencement ceremonies, receiving  
his D.M.D. degree from NSU’s College of Dental 
Medicine (CDM) and obtaining his D.O. degree  
from NSU’s Dr. Kiran C. Patel College of Osteopathic 
Medicine (KPCOM). These two degrees also will put 
Heller in an elite group of NSU graduates. Since its 
inception in 2007, only seven students have completed 
the D.O./D.M.D. dual-degree program, which is the 
only program of its kind in the United States.
 The innovative program earned the CDM and the 
KPCOM the 2019 American Dental Education Associa-
tion (ADEA) Gies Award for Innovation—Academic 
Dental Institution. The award honors individuals and 
organizations that exemplify the highest standards in 
Award-Winning Duo




BY OLINE H. COGDILL
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oral health and dental education, research, and leader- 
ship. The award was presented in March during the 
annual American Dental Education Association meeting 
in Chicago, Illinois.
 “The dual-degree graduates are truly pioneers with  
an NSU Edge, integrating oral and overall health. These 
graduates are developing new types of practices that  
blend medical and dental management as they care for 
their patients. Some are practicing dentistry and incor- 
porating medicine into their practices, while others are 
practicing medicine and incorporating oral health,”  
said Linda C. Niessen, D.M.D., M.P.H., M.P.P., dean  
and professor of the CDM.
  “The dual osteopathic medical/dental degree is ideal for 
our college, where our mission is to serve the underserved. 
Many of our graduates work in rural or underserved areas, 
where knowledge and skill in both disciplines is a tremen- 
dous asset,” added Elaine M. Wallace, D.O., M.S.4, dean of 
the KPCOM. “Our dual osteopathic medicine/dental 
graduates follow this course. Too few doctors realize the 
importance of the diseases of the mouth in the patient’s 
overall health care. Our dual students remind us to 
remember the importance of dental diseases in a patient’s 
well-being. We are extremely proud of these students  
and the work they do.”
VISIONARY APPROACH 
 The D.O./D.M.D. program launched in the fall of 2007 
under the direction of Robert Uchin, D.D.S., former CDM 
dean, and Anthony J. Silvagni, D.O., Pharm.D., M.Sc., 
former KPCOM dean. Only NSU offers a D.O./D.M.D. 
program, according to the American Association of 
Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine. This unique curricu- 
lum enabled the CDM to create a D.M.D. advanced stand- 
ing program for a physician interested in pursuing an oral 
and maxillofacial surgery (OMFS) residency. OMFS 
residencies require a D.M.D. or D.D.S. to matriculate.
 “The curriculum was initially the most challenging 
aspect of the program development. In coordination with 
our colleagues in the KPCOM, some changes have been 
made over the years based on each program’s curricular 
needs and other factors,” said Abby J. Brodie, D.M.D., 
M.S., associate dean for academic affairs in the CDM  
and the curriculum architect on the dental degree side  
of the innovative program.
continued on page 16
Award-Winning Duo




•  Amber Johnson 
practicing oral and maxillofacial  
surgery in Virginia
•  Randall Rodriguez-Torres 
practicing dentistry in Florida
2014
•  Brittanie Dillon 
completing residency education
2015
•  Aaron Goodwin 
practicing medicine and dentistry  
in Lake Worth, Florida
2016
•  Brishti Biswas 
completing residency education
2017 
•  Dmitriy Kravchenko 
completing residency education
•  Ryan Semensohn 
completing residency education
CURRENTLY ENROLLED 
•  Zachary Heller 
scheduled to graduate in 2021
•  Alexander Powell 
scheduled to graduate in 2023
Left: Accepting the Gies Award are, from left, Delia Harper- 
Celestine, KPCOM assistant dean of student and alumni affairs; 
Elaine M. Wallace, KPCOM dean; Aaron Goodwin, D.O., D.M.D., 
M.B.S., 2015 graduate of the program; Linda C. Niessen, CDM 
dean; Abby Brodie, CDM associate dean for academic affairs;  
and Bruce Donoff, Harvard School of Dental Medicine dean,  
who introduced the NSU team.
t
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 According to Brodie, the dual-degree program 
does not favor one field of dentistry or medicine. 
“There’s much interconnection between oral health 
and systemic health. Osteopathic medicine treats 
the entire person, and dental health affects overall 
health,” she said.
 The year-round program is rigorous, with a heavy 
course load. The six-year curriculum consists of 
basic science and dental courses in the first year.  
The study of the respiratory, gastrointestinal,  
musculoskeletal, and other systems, as well as 
clinical practice, is done in the second year. Clinical 
rotations continue in year three. The dental curri- 
culum resumes in year four; clinical dental courses, 
one-month medical electives, and a rotation in rural/
underserved medicine make up year five. Year six is 
devoted to clinical dentistry and medical electives. 
“Given the rigors of the program; level of interest;  
and career path, time, and cost, it’s not a program  
for everyone,” said Brodie.
LEADING MODEL
 R. Bruce Donoff, D.M.D., M.D., dean and professor 
of oral and maxillofacial surgery at the Harvard School 
of Dental Medicine, was among those who nominated  
 
the CDM and the KPCOM for the award. “The  
(NSU) program is worthy of recognition by imple- 
menting change with the highest level of interprofes-
sional education. This program succeeds in adding a 
new dimension to the education of the oral physician,” 
wrote Donoff, who added that Harvard is about to 
implement a dual degree “following the model estab-
lished at Nova Southeastern University.”
 Heller will be the eighth student to complete the  
dual degree. Alexander Powell also is enrolled in the 
program, which will make him the ninth dual-degree 
student when he graduates in 2023.
Right: CDM Dean Linda C. Niessen, center, talks with Richard Valachovic, 
president and CEO of the American Dental Education Association; 
Elaine M. Wallace and Delia Harper-Celestine look on.
Below: Niessen discusses the D.O./D.M.D. program, flanked by  
Harper-Celestine and Wallace, right.
Above: Aaron Goodwin and his wife, Thulasi Goodwin, listen to the 
presentations during the Gies Awards ceremony, with Peter A. Keller, 
D.D.S., CDM executive associate dean, center.
continued from page 15
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The William J. Gies Awards  
for Vision, Innovation, and  
Achievement honor individuals  
and organizations that exemplify 
the highest standards in oral 
health and dental education,  
research, and leadership.
 Heller said he is ready for the hard work—and future 
career benefits—the D.O./D.M.D. degrees will bring.  
“I am pursing a dual degree to become the most self- 
sufficient medical and dental practitioner possible. 
Having a dual degree will allow me to draw from a 
greater foundation of knowledge, which allows me to 
recognize and prevent complications before they arise,” 
said Heller, who plans to pursue postgraduate educa-
tion, possibly in oral and maxillofacial surgery.
 “The oral cavity is the gateway to the body. Whether  
I choose to practice medicine or dentistry, everything 
starts in the oral cavity,” Heller added. “By having an 
understanding of both oral and systemic diseases, I  
will be able to provide a greater quality and more 
comprehensive level of care to my patients.”
 The William J. Gies Awards for Vision, Innovation, 
and Achievement are named for William J. Gies, Ph.D., 
who is considered the Father of Contemporary Dental 
Education and Research, according to the ADEA. The 
Gies Awards honor individuals and organizations that 
exemplify the highest standards in oral health and 
dental education, research, and leadership. u
Four graduates of the Harvard School of Dental Medicine had a mini  
reunion at the ADEA Gies Awards: CDM Dean Linda C. Niessen with  
Richard Valachovic, left, James Mulvihill (who received the Dental  
Educator Gies Award), and Bruce Donoff, far right.
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 When a patient experienced extreme tooth pain,  
2015 alumnus Aaron Goodwin, D.O., D.M.D., M.B.S., 
listened to her story. The patient had already seen two 
dentists. One suggested a root canal, although there 
was no infection, and the other had given her a filling 
for a possible crack.
 The pain hadn’t subsided, and she was desperately 
hoping Goodwin, a dentist at Tiralosi Dental in Lake 
Mary, Florida, could give her another opinion and  
ease her pain. To help her, Goodwin utilized his dual 
doctoral degrees in dental and osteopathic medicine 
from Nova Southeastern University (NSU).
 Goodwin noticed that the patient’s temporal bone 
was internally rotated. Rather than suggesting a root 
canal or crown, he gave the woman cranial osteopathy, 
subtly adjusting her jaw so it was more balanced.
 “She fell asleep for the first time in a couple of days as 
I was treating her, and she woke up feeling completely 
better,” Goodwin said. “One week later, she had a little 
discomfort, but the pain was a 1 out of 10, rather than 
10 out of 10. The fact that we could avoid a root canal  
or crown by adjusting the areas is amazing.”
 It’s just one of many examples of how he has been 
able to utilize his D.O. degree in his current practice, 
which is a biologic, comprehensive dental practice  
that focuses on a patient’s overall health and wellness.
 NSU is the only university in the country that offers 
a D.O./D.M.D. dual-degree program. To date, seven 
students have graduated from the challenging, six-year 
program, which NSU started in 2007 to integrate oral 
health with systemic health, provide greater options for 
students interested in interprofessional practice, and 
improve access to care for patients. (See page 14.)
FIELD OF DREAMS
 For 2014 alumna Brittanie Dillon, D.O., D.M.D.,  
the dual-degree program was one of the main aspects 
that drew her to the university. Many of her family 
members, who are physicians, suggested she consider 
dental school because it offers a better lifestyle. Still,  
she opted for medical school and applied to numer- 
ous institutions.
 “When I narrowed my options, one reason I liked 
NSU was because of the several interprofessional 
programs,” Dillon explained. “NSU was the only one 
with a dual-degree program. I got admitted to the  
D.O. school, and then I thought the dual-degree 
program sounded great.”
 Dillon and Goodwin were two of the students who 
have signed up for the rigorous task of attaining  
doctoral degrees from both NSU’s College of Dental 
Medicine and Dr. Kiran C. Patel College of Osteopathic 
Medicine. They spent their first year in dental school, 
their second and third years in medical school, their 
third and fourth years back in dental school, and a 
combination of both in their fifth and sixth years.
 “It was challenging, but the faculty members  
worked with me a lot,” Dillon said. 
Patients Benefit from Dual-Degree Graduates 
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 Both Dillon and Goodwin agreed that the extra years 
and hard work were well worth it, and both said they 
emerged from the program with a wide array of  
options for the next steps on their career path. While  
it is common to pursue oral surgery after the dual- 
degree program, both Goodwin and Dillon also took  
to heart the collaborative message of the program  
and chose career paths in which they could integrate 
their medical and dental knowledge.
 After her NSU graduation, Dillon continued honing 
both her dental and medical knowledge. She worked as 
a medical intern at Lake Erie College of Osteopathic 
Medicine in Bradenton, Florida, and then entered a 
dental residency at the Harvard School of Dental 
Medicine in Boston, Massachusetts. Currently, she  
is finishing a three-year family medicine residency  
at Tufts University in Massachusetts.
 “I thought a lot about oral surgery, and that is  
a great skill, but that doesn’t merge medicine and 
dentistry in the same way I wanted to apply it,”  
Dillon said. “It doesn’t address the knowledge of 
dentistry or oral health and its importance in a  
Having dual D.O. and D.M.D. degrees have opened new career options for Aaron Goodwin and Brittanie Dillon.
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medical world. Being in family medicine now, I can 
see how much work there is still to be done helping 
physicians understand the importance of oral health.”
TWO PATHS CONVERGED  
 In her internship experiences, Dillon already has seen 
how her medical and dental training overlap and bring 
a broader perspective to patient care. On the dental side, 
she uses her osteopathic knowledge to take thorough 
medical histories and note when an oral health issue 
may be related to a more serious systemic issue, such  
as high blood pressure. She then uses the opportunity 
to suggest the patient see a general practitioner.
   On the medical side, Dillon said her dental training 
and awareness of the importance of oral health make 
her “see things in a very different way.” She has found 
herself doing dental consultations and coordinating 
dental procedures for patients with other medical 
issues. “The fact that I’ve been able to help with dental 
consults highlights the continued need for integration 
between the two disciplines,” she said.
    As Dillon begins her job search, she hopes to 
practice both dentistry and medicine in a setting that 
will integrate oral health with primary health care.  
She also wants to focus on public health and educate 
physician assistants and medical students about the 
importance of oral health.
    “Having the two degrees has opened a lot more 
doors,” she said. “The skill set we get is a unique one. 
Finding a practice that is exactly what I’m looking for 
might be challenging, but finding one that is open to 























 D.O., D.M.D., Nova Southeastern University
 M.B.S., Florida Atlantic University
 B.B.S., Florida Atlantic University
Professional 
 Tiralosi Dental (dentist)  
Community 
 international medical/dental outreach trips  
to Brazil and Israel
Personal 
married to Thulasi, with a one-year-old  
son, Andrew
Little-Known Fact  
named an All-American swimmer  
for Indian River State College 
Aaron Goodwin
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 D.O., D.M.D., Nova Southeastern University
B.S. in Biology, Creighton University
Professional 
Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine 
(medical intern)
Harvard School of Dental Medicine  
(dental resident) 
Tufts University (family medicine resident) 
oral health educator 
Sharewood Clinic (clinical preceptor) 
Personal 
loves her golden retriever and running
Little-Known Fact  
hopes to run the Boston Marathon
    After his NSU graduation, Goodwin also chose  
a path where he could focus on bridging medicine 
and dentistry. He completed a medical internship  
at Florida Hospital East Orlando, worked at a 
corporate dentistry practice, and then joined his 
current practice, Tiralosi Dental, which he considers 
a “like-minded” practice.
    “I am passionate about finding that space 
between medicine and dentistry, where the two 
specialties overlap,” Goodwin said.
 He mentioned that he was fortunate to find his 
current position, which allows him to practice his 
comprehensive approach to dentistry and to be 
mentored by the practice’s experienced dentists, 
Tim Tiralosi, D.M.D., and Gary Pileggi, D.D.S.  
When dental patients come to Goodwin, they get 
more than the typical set of X-rays and checkups. 
Goodwin takes a thorough medical and dental 
history, inquires about medications they are taking, 
and then performs an osteopathic structural exam  
to identify areas that may be contributing to their 
oral and overall health.
 “I incorporate the osteopathic philosophy that 
people are healthy or diseased based on their  
mind, body, and spirit,” he said. “Basically, I’m 
looking at the patients and their overall health to  
see how their oral health may be affecting the rest  
of their body.”
Brittanie Dillon
 Goodwin said his main goals are to keep learn- 
ing, gaining experience, and exploring more ways  
to blend all he learned from his osteopathic and  
dental education. 
 “NSU’s dual-degree program was really forward- 
thinking about dentistry and what it’s going to look 
like in the future,” he said. “The two colleges are 
being innovative toward health care. I do think we’re 
already seeing it happen with the uprising in sleep 
dentistry, for example.”
 “So many dentists are becoming aware that the  
way the patients’ teeth and tongue rest in their 
mouths determines whether they are going to be at 
higher risk of stroke and heart attack while they  
sleep at night,” Goodwin added. “Dentists are 
becoming more aware that their realm influences  
the health of the whole body, and I think that’s a  
huge success for dentistry.” u
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 More like sisters than mother and daughter, 2018 
CDM graduates Naghmeh Taherian, D.M.D., and Tara 
Derakhshandeh, D.M.D., are best friends. When the 
two studied at the CDM at the same time to earn their 
degrees, Derakhshandeh said she idolized her mother 
even more than she ever realized she could.
 Derakhshandeh said she discovered attributes of her 
mother she hadn’t noticed before during their three years 
together at the CDM. “She was always my best friend, 
but now more so,” she explained. “She was my classmate, 
my coworker, and my mom. I noticed details about her 
personality and what a strong woman she is. Having her 
with me in dental school was a big opportunity.”
 The goal for the mother-daughter CDM graduates is 
to have a dental practice together. Derakhshandeh, who 
is newly married to 2015 CDM alumnus Farid Mastali, 
D.M.D., is working in a dental practice in Melbourne, 
Florida, in the same company as her husband. 
“Eventually, we will join with my mother to open 
a family dental practice in Orlando,” she said.
 For now, Taherian is working in Orlando. She 
chose to move to a larger city, away from her 
daughter, but not too far, because of her 
youngest son, Parsa, who is a high school senior. 
“Melbourne is small, and I wanted to be in a city 
because of Parsa and his finishing school,” she 
explained. In the fall of 2019, Parsa, who plans to 
become a dentist, will attend the University of Central 
Florida as a biology major.
 Since the mother and daughter wanted to stay close, 
Derakhshandeh said they are only about an hour away 
from one another, which was especially important as 
she prepared for her recent wedding.
COMING TO AMERICA
 The road to the CDM for mother and daughter began 
in 2009, when the family was granted an immigrant 
visa in an annual lottery. They immigrated to Houston, 
Texas, where an uncle lived. 
 “We needed to go somewhere where we had family,” 
Taherian said. “Everything was so strange for us. I got a 
small apartment, and then everyone started working, 
studying—the immigrant’s life.”
 Derakhshandeh had already completed a year of 
dental school in Iran, but when the family came to the 
United States, she attended a U.S. college, graduating 
from the University of Houston. Still, her sights were 
set on following in her mother’s footsteps.
 She has happy memories of going to her parents’ 
dental office in Iran after school, where she would 
watch her mother interact with patients. “She was 
confident, and she talked to people,” Derakhshandeh 
recalled. “I liked how everyone respected her. It was 
such a social profession.”
 Her father, Houshang Derakhshandeh, was also a 
dentist in Iran. Taherian said her husband will be 
involved in the business side of things when the family 
opens its own practice.
 Taherian told the Miami Herald it was the kindness 
of her own dentist in the city she grew up in—Iran’s 
capital, Tehran—and how the woman would calmly 
explain each procedure that influenced her career 
choice. Early on, she knew she wanted to be involved  
in the medical field, and when faced with three career 
paths to choose from—medicine, pharmacy, or 
Dental Dynasty 
Studies Brought Mother and Daughter Even Closer
BY MICHELLE F. SOLOMON
“She helped me with the computer stuff 
and the record keeping, and I helped her 
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dentistry—she chose dentistry, in part, from remem-
bering her own experience.
 There was also an order to dentistry that felt familiar. 
Her mother, a school principal, was “organized,” and 
“would tell me how to behave and how I should study in 
elementary school,” explained Taherian, who was a 
student in her mother’s school. “She was very sweet, but 
she would tell me, ‘I won’t treat you differently than the 
other children in the school.’” Yet another influence 
was the discipline she saw in her father, who was a 
colonel in the Iranian army. 
 For 13 years, Taherian was a dentist in Iran. After 
arriving in the United States, when she wasn’t practic-
ing dentistry, she said she longed to be back full force in 
her career. When it was time for her own daughter to 
apply to dental school, Taherian was eager to help her 
and was involved in her decision to attend NSU’s CDM.
 “Mom, it is so nice here,” Derakhshandeh stated 
when she arrived at the university. “The faculty is so 
friendly, and everyone takes care of you.” Taherian 
learned of the International Dental Graduate Program 
and was accepted in 2015. They chose only seven people 
that year, and Taherian was one of them.
 Taherian, who received her Doctor of Dental Surgery 
degree at Tehran (Iran) University of Medical and 
Dental Services, would be enrolled in the three-year 
international program for dental graduates. 
Obtaining a U.S. dental degree would 
allow her to acquire a dental license in the 
United States and practice dentistry in this 
country. Her daughter was in the four-year 
program. They both graduated in May 2018.
NEW DISCOVERIES
 Through their studies, mother and 
daughter said they found their skills 
complemented each other. “She helped 
me with the computer stuff and the 
record keeping, and I helped her with 
the patient treatments, because 
she wasn’t as familiar,” 
Taherian said.
  “When we studied, she 
would learn faster,” 
Derakhshandeh said. “I’d tell her to slow down, and 
then she would say, ‘Okay. I am going to wait.’ And she 
would stop and explain something to me.”
 When they worked together as students in the dental 
clinic, they ended up assigned to the same team and 
shared patients. “Patients would come in and find out 
we were mother and daughter, and they would get really 
excited about that. They would tell us, ‘We want to be in 
someone’s hands we can trust,’” Derakhshandeh said. 
She recalled that patients would even request them. 
“They would say, ‘We would like to be with the mother 
and daughter.’”
 They are both working hard in their respective jobs 
now, about 100 miles from each other, so they can all 
soon be together under one roof. “We already know we 
can work together,” Taherian said. “She’s my role model 
and my hero,” Derakhshandeh admitted. u
Dental Dynasty 
“I noticed details about her personality 
and what a strong woman she is.”
—Tara Derakhshandeh
Naghmeh Taherian, left, and her 
daughter Tara Derakhshandeh 
graduated together.
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 When Jordan Harper, D.M.D., CDM class of 2014, 
isn’t at his Niceville Family Dental office in Niceville, 
Florida, he often can be found in the air behind the 
controls of his Cirrus SR22TN aircraft.
 Harper has flown much-needed supplies to an area 
50 miles east of him in the Florida Panhandle, which 
was devastated by Hurricane Michael in 2018. Harper is 
a member of Operation Airdrop, a nonprofit organiza-
tion whose members fly their small airplanes into disas-
ter areas to deliver critically needed supplies, such as 
medication and hygiene products.
 Harper’s practice immediately donated toothbrushes 
and toothpaste. Cash and material donations piled  
into both his office and that of his wife, Cayleigh  
Benny Harper, Psy.D., a private practice neuropsy- 
chologist in Niceville.
 Harper has loaded up to 400 pounds of supplies at a 
time, flying to Apalachicola near ground zero to drop 
them off. He’s kept a hangar full of supplies to make 
ongoing runs as needs change to deliver items, such  
as clothing and bedding. 
 “Those people were living in a disaster. There were 
limited road openings because trees were piled up. 
There is a massive need for items,” he said, adding he is 
still making deliveries as the area continues to recover.
 Community involvement and practicing dentistry 
are all in a day’s work for Harper. Soon after graduating 
from the CDM in May 2014, he started training for his 
pilot’s license, earning it in August 2014. Although he 
never served in the U.S. military, Harper is the 
honorary commander for the 58th Fighter Squadron 
based at the Eglin Air Force Base. He interacts with  
the Air Force pilots who fly the F-35, “the latest and 
greatest fifth-generation fighter jet,” Harper noted.
 He was recognized for his work as a dentist and as  
a community activist when he was named the Florida 
Dental Association’s (FDA) 2018 New Dental Leader  
of the Year. “I was beyond thrilled and very honored to 
be recognized,” said Harper, who added that the award 
also was given for his volunteer work, including free 
dental work on behalf of Mission of Mercy.
CAREER CHOICE
 Harper decided on his dental career when he was  
in high school and began helping a dentist scan medi- 
cal records as that practice went digital. When he took 
breaks from scanning, he’d watch the dentist complete 
a filling or crown. It ignited a passion within him to 
pursue dentistry, because he loved working with his  
hands. He also discovered that patient relationships 
made coming to work fun.
 “I have some of the coolest patients,” Harper added. 
“They’re a big motivation. I get to check up on them 
every six months and help them. I recently saw a  
patient when I went out to dinner. We chatted for a  
long time about trips he’s taken and some I’ve taken.  
A lot of my patients are more like friends and family 
than patients.”
 In his role as chair of the FDA Council on the New 
Dentist, Harper said debt is the new dentist’s most 
Reach for the
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continued on page 28
pressing concern. “All new dental school graduates 
wonder how they’re going to pay it back. The second 
concern is finding a coach or a mentor,” he said.
 Debt can force new dentists who prefer to practice 
independently into corporate practice, Harper said, 
adding that, in some such offices, dentists are getting 
burned out putting in long hours. “I stress to dental 
students there are other options. Practices are being 
sold. People are looking for associates all the time.  
If you look, you can find those places and, potentially, 
have a mentor wrapped up into the practice,” he said.
 Harper is an advocate of surrounding oneself with 
successful people who will make you a better person  
in life and business. “The value of having a mentor, not 
only to teach clinical dentistry, but also the business 
side of dentistry, is invaluable. Dental school teaches 
the basics of good, solid dentistry, but there are a slew 
of questions students don’t even know to ask involving 
dentistry and personal finance,” he explained.
 “That is why having someone you can constantly  
ask questions, and who can show you the ropes, makes 
working in private practice that much more appealing,” 
he added. “Most of us go straight through school and 
graduate, so being a dentist is our first real job. The 
unknown of going to your first day on the job can be 
daunting. But knowing 
some mentors to help 
navigate those first few 
years is key.”
 Although he was 
accepted to four dental 
schools, Harper chose 
to attend NSU’s College 
of Dental Medicine to 
be closer to his wife, 
who, at the time, was 
attending Carlos Albizu 
University in Miami, 
Florida, for her doctor- 
ate in psychology.
 He also favored NSU CDM because it was a newer 
school “open to new technologies and newer ways of 
doing things,” Harper explained. “I saw an opportunity 
at the CDM to get hands-on learning I wouldn’t get at 
other dental schools.
 “I knew it was going to be important in my  
clinical education,” he added. “That’s what I really 
cared about. I wanted to leave dental school with the 
confidence I could prep the heck out of a crown and 
restore an implant.” u
Reach for the FAST FACTS 
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 Professional and personal reasons inspired Romer 
Ocanto, D.D.S., M.S., professor and chair of the CDM’s 
Department of Pediatric Dentistry, to specialize in  
oral health for children.
 Ocanto came to the United States in 1981 for a 
residency in pediatric dentistry and dental public 
health at Boston University. From 1991 to 2001, he 
 was an assistant professor at Creighton University 
School of Dentistry in Omaha, Nebraska.
 After joining the NSU CDM faculty, Ocanto was 
driven to do more when he started working at the 
Broward Children’s Center in Pompano Beach, Florida, 
treating children who had disabilities and who had 
survived accidents. He began pursuing federal grants  
to build a program at the CDM that would focus on 
children with special needs. Since 2007, Ocanto has 
secured more than $8 million toward improving dental 
care access for children with special health care needs.
 In 2008, the CDM opened a dental clinic at Joe 
DiMaggio Children’s Hospital in Hollywood, Florida, 
for children with special needs and their siblings. In 
2010, the dental clinic at NSU’s Mailman Segal Center 
for Human Development opened, meeting a significant 
need for parents of children with autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD). From January 2016 through November 
2018, 1,921 patients were treated at the clinic.
 Ocanto’s family influences began with his grand- 
father, who was a dentist. His career path was sealed, 
however, when a drowning accident took the life of  
his youngest daughter, Emma Juliana. He was cogni-
zant that, had his daughter survived, she most likely 
would have had special needs. “I needed to do some- 
thing to honor her,” he said.  
 His dedication to treating children with special 
needs, particularly children with ASD, brings daily 
challenges. Ocanto explained that children on the 
spectrum react differently to the environment and are 
hypersensitive to the smells, tastes, and noises often 
present in dental clinics. Consequently, this exacerbates 
their apprehensions and necessitates modifications in 
dental office procedures to gain their trust.
STARTING STEPS
 “Every child on the spectrum is different. You  
cannot apply the same approach,” Ocanto said.  
“We know from a parent that the child doesn’t want  
to be touched this way, or doesn’t want you to stare  
at him, and we teach this to the residents. Some things 
we can’t change. But if we approach them differently, 
they might accept it.”
 Before the child’s visit, parents are given images of 
what children will see in a dental office to familiarize 
them. It is common for a child to refuse to sit in the 
dental chair during the first visit, preferring to retreat 
to a corner from which a parent cannot move the child.
 To help treat ASD patients, Ocanto often uses applied 
behavioral analysis (ABA), a branch of psychology 
focusing on human behavior analysis and modification 
examining the functional relationship between 
Dentistry Differently 
Providing Dental Services and Hope for Autistic Children  
BY CAROL BRZOZOWSKI
“We know from a parent that the 
child doesn’t want to be touched  
this way, or doesn’t want you to 
stare at him, and we teach this to 
the residents. Some things we can’t 
change. But if we approach them 
differently, they might accept it.”
—Romer Ocanto
continued on page 28
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environment and behavior to modify significant 
 social behaviors.
 “During desensitization, visual support or task 
strips—a method of teaching people with little or  
no communication abilities—are used to gradually 
expose a patient to those aspects of the dental proce-
dure that produces anxiety,” he said. A behavioral 
analyst assists.
HONORING INDIVIDUAL NEEDS
 “Using applied behavioral analysis, we break every- 
thing into steps and progressively move that child  
into the dental chair,” Ocanto explained. “It can take 
several visits to get a child into the door, approach the 
chair, sit, open the mouth, let us see it, take the mirror, 
and allow us to do the brushing.”
 Children are asked which dental prophy paste flavor 
they prefer, as they may resist dental treatment if they  
don’t like the taste. Children are incrementally famil-
iarized with gloves to acclimate them to how they feel 
in their mouths.
 Before she heard about the clinic, Felicia Jehaluzi  
of Plantation, Florida, took her five-year-old son, 
Faraaz, who has an ASD diagnosis, to a pediatrician  
to get his teeth checked. “We had a very hard time,”  
she said.
 Jehaluzi’s son now gets his dental care at NSU’s 
Mailman Segal Center. “When we first started, we  
had a very hard time getting him in the seat,” Jehaluzi 
said. “Now, after six months of monthly visits, we are  
to the point where he can sit in the seat. There are four 
tools he allows, and he doesn’t mind going. He even 
CDM pediatric dentist Oscar Padilla, D.D.S., left, teaches a patient about dental health with the help of Romer Ocanto at the dental clinic at NSU’s 
Mailman Segal Center for Human Development.
continued from page 26
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remembers the doctor’s name. We’ve made a lot of 
progress from where we started to where we are now.”
 Ocanto explained that not every ASD child is a 
candidate to be treated in a dental office. There are 
cases where doing so would be difficult and unsafe, 
such as those children who are severely medically 
compromised and have extensive dental needs or 
developmental disabilities that exacerbate dental 
anxieties. They must be treated in the operating  
room under general anesthesia.
 After the children “age out” into adulthood, den- 
tal care becomes challenging for those with special 
needs. The CDM’s Advanced Education in General 
Dentistry (AEGD) program is included in the grants, 
allowing residents to interact with the parents in 
helping continue treatment for children transition- 
ing to adult dental care.
 Ocanto’s week includes teaching pediatric den- 
tistry classes to predoctoral students. He is the course 
director for several predoctoral courses and teaches 
special-needs dentistry in advanced dentistry class 
lectures. He also teaches residents how to provide 
dental care for children with ASD and other medi- 
|cally complex diseases.
 Additionally, Ocanto works with predoctoral and 
postdoctoral students in clinical work at Broward 
Health Medical Center in Fort Lauderdale, Florida;  
Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital; the Kids In Dis- 
tress dental clinic in Wilton Manors, Florida; and  
the Mailman Segal Center.
 NSU’s CDM pediatric and AEGD residents tell 
Ocanto they want to use ABA in their own practices, 
but financial reimbursement is a problem. “Medicaid 
pays for three visits, so parents often cannot afford  
to pay for extra visits,” he said.
 Ocanto said he hopes what is being accomplished  
at the College of Dental Medicine for ASD children  
will spur legislative changes to reimburse up to eight 
visits, the average number found to be successful  
for treating an ASD child. u
“We’ve made a lot of progress  
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 Even before she began her dental studies 
at NSU’s College of Dental Medicine,  
fourth-year student Stephanie Mendigutia 
worked to gain the trust of the smallest 
dental patients.
 “Show the children which instruments 
will be used. Tell the children what you are 
going to do,” said Mendigutia, who, from  
an early age, observed how her parents,  
who are both dentists, treated their 
youngest patients. Mendigutia also keeps  
up with the latest Disney and cartoon 
characters as conversation starters with  
her young patients. “The child likes to feel 
important,” she added.
 The way to patients’ enamel and gums, 
Mendigutia believes, involves touching 
hearts, a philosophy she put into action as 
chair of the 2019 Give Kids A Smile (GKAS). 
The February 2 event was the fourth time 
Mendigutia was a part of the committee organizing  
the day of free dental care for children.
 More than 160 children ranging in age from 2 to 18, 
including special-needs patients, received free dental 
care from the more than 200 CDM students and 100 
CDM faculty and staff members and alumni. Some of 
the children experienced a dentist’s touch for the first 
time in their lives. 
 Bringing oral health to young people is a mission  
for Mendigutia, who is president of the class of 2019. 
“Starting kids in prevention is one of the things I’m most 
passionate about,” she said. “I want to help create these 
habits early on, which leads to an overall healthy life.”
 Taking on a leadership role in the annual GKAS 
appealed to Mendigutia, a first-generation Cuban 
American. Her parents—both dentists—took her on 
medical outreach trips to bring oral health to Central 
America and the Caribbean throughout her youth. 
During these trips, she discovered a new feeling that 
compared with nothing else.
   “There is no present in the world like the feeling  
you get when you are giving back,” she said, recalling  
when she gave her favorite Hello Kitty accessories to  
a barefoot orphan. “It was the first time I realized  
how fortunate I’ve been,” added Mendigutia, who,  
in addition to her parents, has eight other relatives  
who are dentists. Her younger sister is on the same 
academic path.
 Mendigutia saw that the family business fit her 
aspirations when she shadowed an oral surgeon at 


















Student Leader Steps Up to Give Kids a Smile
Stephanie Mendigutia’s commitment to children began by observing how her parents 
treated their youngest patients.
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Miami Children’s Hospital shortly after she 
graduated from Monsignor Edward Pace 
High School in Opa-Locka, Florida.
 “I like to work with my hands, and I get  
to work with different people,” she said.  
“I’m changing people’s lives—their smiles—
and it also has to do with health.”
 After Mendigutia receives her D.M.D. in 
May, she plans to practice in her parents’ 
office, New Family Dentistry in Hialeah, 
Florida. “My day care was my dad’s dental 
office,” she said with a laugh. A childhood 
witnessing how dentists respond to their 
patients motivated her to major in psychol-
ogy in addition to microbiology/immunology 
as she earned her Bachelor of Science degree 
at the University of Miami.
NON-SCARE TACTICS
 “There is a huge people aspect to this job,” Mendigu-
tia said. “For a lot of people, the dentist’s chair is a very 
scary place.”
   She wanted to better understand what makes people 
afraid and strategize ways to help patients overcome  
it, she said. “I was thinking, once you understand  
the source, you could reduce the fear and make the 
dentist’s office a happier place to be,” said Mendigutia, 
adding she might pursue a residency in pediatric 
dentistry in the future.
 Ideally, she wants to immediately desensitize new 
patients before the treatment begins. She brings in  
 
her young patients, sits them in the chair, and asks 
them to simply open their mouths. 
 Her ease with patients, particularly children, im- 
pressed Judith Chin, D.D.S., M.S., the program director 
of the CDM’s Department of Pediatric Dentistry. Chin 
recalled watching Mendigutia transform an anxious 
patient into a laughing and smiling one who was giving 
the dental student high-fives by the end. 
 “Very few people have that ability naturally,” Chin 
said. “But it seems to be one of her many gifts.”
 Mendigutia has been bringing that gift to Give Kids 
A Smile since the first year she was involved. “Some 
[children] come in scared, but they leave happy, and  
we leave with a full heart,” she said.








B.S. from the University of Miami
CDM Dean Linda C. Niessen and Stephanie Mendigutia take a break  
during Give Kids A Smile in 2019.
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Greatest Smiles
on Earth
 NSU’s CDM became the site of “The Greatest Smiles on Earth,” as a circus theme inspired the 2019 Give 
Kids A Smile (GKAS) event. This year, more than 160 children, ages 2 to 18, received free dental care from 
more than 200 CDM students and 100 CDM faculty, staff, and alumni volunteers.
 Attendees enjoyed cartoon characters, face painters, live DJ music, and an appearance by Timmy the 
Tooth. Students from NSU’s College of Pharmacy, College of Optometry, and Dr. Kiran C. Patel College  
of Osteopathic Medicine also were on hand to provide additional health advice.
 Unlike many other universities, NSU’s Give Kids A Smile is student led and organized, and includes 
monthly oral health education visits at various local schools. NSU faculty members donate their time to  
advise their dental students. This year’s sponsors included the American Student Dental Association, 
Colgate, Henry Schein, and the CDM’s Student Government Association.
 The Give Kids A Smile program, launched nationally by the American Dental Association Foundation in 
2003, is one of the world’s largest oral health charitable programs. The program annually provides dental  
care to more than 350,000 children from low-income families across the country.
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Greatest Smiles
on Earth
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2019  
GIVE KIDS A SMILE 
Give Kids A Smile is a national 
program launched by the 
American Dental Association 
Foundation in 2003. The  
CDM’s program is completely 
student led and organized. 
CDM faculty members are  
on hand to lend guidance.
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 The youngest of five children born to multinational 
parents, Gabriella Ambrose, D.M.D., M.B.S., follows 
generations of strong women role models who went to 
great lengths to chisel out livelihoods of purpose and 
service. You could say that Ambrose’s strong work ethic, 
her eagerness to learn, and her natural leadership 
abilities are part of her inheritance.
 These traits started at home for Ambrose, who grew 
up in St. Vincent and the Grenadines, a Caribbean 
country in the Lesser Antilles. Her mother is a 
renowned radiologist who introduced the first CT  
scan, mammography, and other radiologic procedures 
to St. Vincent, earning her recognition by Queen 
Elizabeth II and the coveted title of Order of the British 
Empire (OBE). Her maternal grandmother spent 33 
years in public service, most notably as the common-
wealth’s first female auditor general. And an aunt 
serves as speaker of the Organisation of Eastern 
Caribbean States Assembly. 
 In addition to her accomplished female role models, 
Ambrose’s father, Dennis Ambrose, is a former drafts-
man who runs the family’s 80-acre farm.
 “Caribbean parents are generally very big on edu- 
cation and achievement,” said Ambrose, now a second- 
year periodontology resident at the CDM. “My parents 
were big on their kids getting something done.”
 For Ambrose, that “something” started after gradu- 
ating high school at the age of 16 and leaving for new 
opportunities in the United States. She attended a com- 
munity college in Seattle, Washington, for two years 
before transferring to the University of Miami, where 
she majored in psychology and minored in chemistry.
 After a childhood spent following her radiologist 
mother on rounds, Ambrose knew she wanted to  
be a doctor. She discovered a passion for dentistry  
one summer while shadowing her godfather, a St. 
Vincent dentist.
 “I really liked the mix of medicine, mechanics, and 
arts in dentistry,” Ambrose said. “It’s like you’re an 
architect of the mouth. Health encompasses the whole 
body, but you can find your niche and work with that.”
 Her niche, she decided, would be periodontology.  
“I think periodontology is a good mix of surgery and 
being able to stay in the realm of general dentistry,”  
she explained, adding that she was drawn by a sense of 
purpose in helping patients understand the importance 
of maintaining a healthy mouth. “Without periodontal 
health, you don’t have much to work with.”
 Ambrose chose to pursue a master’s degree program 
in her residency, attracted by the element of research 
it required. Research, she said, is essential to under-
standing the inner workings of medicine and science, 
and to staying current on the ever-evolving practice  
of dentistry. 
A Path of Purpose
Caribbean Native’s Way Forged by Role Models
BY  NICOLE BROCHU
Gabriella Ambrose’s passion for dentistry began while she was shadow-
ing her godfather.
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 “It’s like teaching,” she said. “It keeps your mind 
moving and keeps you active in the profession. Our 
professors would tell us, ‘You’re not just drilling holes 
and filling them. You need to understand the science 
behind what you’re doing.’”
 Ambrose’s passion and talent for understanding and 
explaining the mechanics of her profession are already 
getting her noticed. In March 2018, she presented a 
poster on the effects of using an adenosine receptor 
agonist (a molecule that activates the adenosine 
receptor) in preventing an inflammatory cascade that 
results in bone loss observed in mouse models with 
RANKL-mediated periodontal bone resorption.
 The presentation, which earned her first-place  
honors at the American Association for Dental 
Research Florida Sections Symposium and Student 
Poster Session, was based on the research of her  
mentor, Toshihisa Kawai, Ph.D., D.D.S., professor  
of periodontology at the CDM and a senior investi- 
gator in the NSU Center for Collaborative Research.
 “Gabriella is a hardworking student who makes 
smart decisions, while accepting criticism to im- 
prove,” Kawai said. “She is a great role model for  
dental students and clinical residents.” 
 Ambrose lauds NSU’s CDM for attracting and 
choosing a diverse mix of diligent students and 
residents, and for cultivating a collaborative environ-
ment that inspires them to learn from one another.
 “I think the CDM has done a very good job of 
putting the right group of people together,” she said. 
“While you do rely a lot on your professors, you rely  
on your classmates and upperclassmen, too. You  
can’t do it all by yourself.”
  Ambrose knows this innately. Before she even left 
her home country, she learned important life lessons 
about hard work, sacrifice, and determination from  
the women—and men—who came before her. Now it’s 
her turn to forge a path, and her CDM team leader said 
she’s already making her mark as a wonderful dentist.
 “Gabriella’s very responsible and is someone who 
goes out of her way to make sure her patients receive 
the best care possible in a timely manner,” said Elaine 
D. Lara, D.D.S., a CDM assistant professor. “She really 
cares about her patients.” u 
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 For Sibel Antonson, D.D.S., Ph.D., M.B.A., “research 
is an exciting whirl of” what she calls “ever-changing, 
constant discoveries.” As a faculty member and as 
director of clinical research for the CDM’s Department 
of Cariology and Restorative Dentistry, she’s quick to 
say that, in the course of her days, nothing is ever the 
same twice. It’s the nature of what she does, and “it’s 
what stirs fires within me,” she said.
  “Typically, researchers concentrate their efforts  
on one topic; I’m the total 
opposite,” she explained. 
“What I do requires me to be 
wider in my scope of topics.” 
This is the reflection of her 
being a prosthodontist, 
teaching postgraduate 
clinical dentistry, and 
having basic research skills 
and experience. It is as 
perfect a fit as she can imagine.
 “I’m involved in dental biomaterials, and I’m also a 
clinical faculty member, so I am in the clinic teaching 
comprehensive clinical dentistry,” Antonson said. “But 
in the meantime, I return to the basic science labora-
tory leading our projects. It is continuous discovery.”
 She provided examples that show the range. “Cur-
rently, we are working on a dynamic thermal character-
ization of esthetic dental materials during light curing, 
as well as comparative properties, safety, and effective-
ness of a handheld X-ray unit. Another project I am 
involved with relates to bonding and composites with 
new-generation materials,” she said.
 “Furthermore, I am investigating different fluoride 
varnishes regarding their effectiveness, as well as 
properties of all-ceramics, including zirconia,” she 
added. “They all couldn’t be further from each other  
in terms of categories of research.”
 However, all these are reflective of her current 
clinical experiences and challenges. She is constantly 
seeking better ways to improve quality of patient care.
 
WHERE CURIOSITY LEADS
 What brought Antonson to the United States in  
1996 was her curiosity and the opportunity to reach 
across many areas. She was 
invited to the United States  
by her mentor, Kenneth 
Anusavice, Ph.D., D.M.D., 
who worked at the University 
of Florida (UF) College of 
Dentistry’s Department of 
Dental Biomaterials.
 That year, Anusavice 
established UF’s Center for 
Dental Biomaterials, where the emphasis was on 
maintaining and restoring oral health for patients 
through materials science study and interactions.  
“At the time, it was the international center of excel-
lence for dental biomaterials, and Dr. Anusavice was  
a world-renowned dental biomaterials professor,” 
Antonson said.
 Four years later, Antonson was appointed as the new 
products manager at Dentsply Caulk, now Dentsply 
Sirona, where she would invent and launch PoGo, 
the first one-step composite finishing and polishing 
device. “To this day, it remains the best performing 
device in its category,” she said.
 She found herself interacting with manufacturing 
companies and becoming intrigued by their inner 
workings, such as how a dental product got to market. 
All-Sides Approach 
Director of Clinical Research Gets Down to Business 
BY MICHELLE F. SOLOMON
“Research is an exciting  
whirl of ever-changing,  
constant discoveries.”
—Sibel Antonson
continued on page 41
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All-Sides Approach 


















Above, Sibel Antonson with staff member Margarita 
Uribe in the Biomaterials Laboratory on the universal 
testing machine. 
Above right, Antonson helps student Marwa Bawazir 
with her master’s thesis project on dental adhesives. 
At right, Antonson works with student Dina Banakhar 
as she analyzes a case for treatment planning,  
while student Halah Thanoon treats a patient in  
the background. 
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This led Antonson to become curious about other issues 
in the dental products business, such as the validity of 
claims manufacturers make about their products. 
 “As a dentist, you intuitively know things; however,  
I have learned there are so many intricacies in the 
chemistry of materials and tissue interactions that 
make a big difference in their final performance,”  
she explained.
 She came to NSU’s CDM in 2001 and stayed until  
the end of 2007. “I had the amazing opportunity to  
do the M.B.A. program here, and I jumped in,” Anton-
son said. She completed her M.B.A. in 2007 with a 
concentration in entrepreneurship at NSU’s H. Wayne 
Huizenga College of Business and Entrepreneurship 
and returned to the CDM in 2016.
ASKING QUESTIONS
 Antonson’s desire to study business fueled her 
interest in product development. In her work today, 
however, she strives to go further. It creates the 
opportunity to dig deeper in her research studies  
and provide “a better edge in terms of understand- 
ing,” she said. 
 “What is the background of making product deci- 
sions and launch decisions?” she said. “How do you 
order, how do you produce, and how do you make the 
decision to put the product on the market or not?”
 She now understands when approaching companies 
to ask, “What kind of an impact will the results of this 
study have in our daily practices?” When beginning a 
research project, Antonson now asks, “What is the 
claim? What is the new product or new technology 
promising? What makes it better?”
 Here is where the discoveries start to surface. “We 
test their claims, and the questions are: Are they effec- 
tive? Are they durable? What are the effects long-term? 
How can we make them better?” she said.
 Looking at products from multiple perspectives as a 
researcher, a clinician, and as someone who has been 
involved on the business side of dental products also 
affects her teaching and what she hopes her students 
will use in their research.
 “It has totally changed the way I teach,” Antonson 
admitted. “Knowing the background of a product,  
what to ask, and what to question has made me a 
healthy skeptic, for sure.” u
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 Irene Marron-Tarrazzi, D.M.D., M.S., right, a 2003 alumna, was 
honored as the College of Dental Medicine’s 2018 NSU Distinguished 
Alumni Award winner.
 Nova Southeastern University annually salutes outstanding graduates  
at the Distinguished Alumni Achievement Awards ceremony, the highest 
and most prestigious honor the university bestows upon its graduates.  
The program recognizes alumni who have realized their potential around 
the world by demonstrating a record of distinguished service and extra- 
ordinary achievement in a profession, discipline, organization, or  
community cause.
 “There are many ways to determine the value of a university,” said 
George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D., NSU president and CEO. “I believe that  
one of the most important ways is by what our graduates bring to their 
communities across the country and around the world after graduation. 
These honorees make NSU proud!”
 Marron-Tarrazzi is an adjunct faculty member at the CDM and the 
University of Florida Hialeah Dental Clinic and owns a private practice  
in Miami. She was featured in a profile that ran in the spring 2015 issue  
of Impressions and was named 2018 Dentist of the Year by the Florida 
Dental Association, based on her commitment and leadership to the dental profession.
 In 2017, Marron-Tarrazzi received the Women to Watch Award from the Lucy  
Hobbs Project. u
Marron-Tarrazzi Named Distinguished Alumni
 Sharon Crane Siegel, D.D.S., M.S., M.B.A., professor and 
chair in the Department of Prosthodontics, was named the 
CDM’s Professor of the Year during NSU’s 17th Annual 
Faculty Reception.
 She holds a D.D.S. and a Master of Science in Oral Biology 
from the University of Maryland and an M.B.A. from NSU’s 
H. Wayne Huizenga College of Business and Entrepreneur-
ship. Siegel, a member of the American College of Prostho-
dontists, has authored more than 30 peer-reviewed articles 
and 6 book chapters. She also is a 2006 Fellow of the Ameri-
can Dental Education Association Leadership Institute.
 Siegel has lectured internationally on osteoporosis and 
women’s health issues and has conducted research and 
published extensively in the field of dental cutting. She is 
conducting research in the area of CAD/CAM dentistry. 
Additionally, she is the 2015 winner of the Lucy Hobbs Taylor 
Award from the American Association of Women Dentists. u
Siegel Named  
Professor of the Year
CDM Impressions
George L. Hanbury II, NSU president and CEO, left, and  
Ralph V. Rogers, NSU provost and executive vice president 
for academic affairs, present Sharon Crane Siegel with her 
Professor of the Year award.
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     2018 NSU alumnus 
Alexander Lafortune, B.A., 
left, got the idea for his new 
business while he was a 
student at NSU’s H. Wayne 
Huizenga College of 
Business and Entrepreneur-
ship. Alone in his dorm 
room one evening, Lafor-
tune accidentally knocked 
his toothbrush into the toilet. Frustrated by the inconve-
nience, he wondered why replacing or buying a new 
toothbrush was not as easy as ordering a pizza.
 In October 2018, Lafortune launched Fortune X—a 
monthly oral care subscription service (fortunexbox.com) 
based in South Florida. The company’s goal is to help 
customers improve their oral hygiene and save time  
by having products regularly shipped to them.
 “Dentists recommend that people replace their 
toothbrush every three to four months,” said Lafortune, 
whose company sells a variety of toothbrushes, replace-
ment bristle heads, toothpaste, and whitening products. 
“People tend to forget, or they don’t have time to buy a  
new toothbrush. Fortune X wants to take away those 
worries and create a new lifestyle. College students are  
a huge market for us. We understand that most college 
students do not have cars or time.”
 Lafortune graduated NSU in 2018 with a B.A. in 
Business Administration and a minor in human  
resources management. u
Subscription Smiles
 The CDM’s student chapter of the dental 
fraternity Psi Omega donated 142 pounds of  
food during its recent drive. That contribution  
will provide 118 meals through the nonprofit 
organization Move for Hunger. 
 “The drive is part of our mission to provide for 
the community,” said Harry M. Lehrer, D.M.D., 
M.S.Ed., an associate professor in the CDM’s 
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
who serves as the deputy councilor for the CDM 
chapter. Lehrer’s term as national president of Psi 
Omega recently ended, but he is still active on the 
fraternity’s executive board. The food drive is one 
of the annual service projects of the CDM chapter, 
which has 248 members. u
Psi Omega Food Drive 
a Success
 CDM Dean Linda C. Niessen, D.M.D., M.P.H., 
M.P.P., participated as a keynote speaker at the 
U.S. Public Health Service Surgeon General’s 
Listening Session on Oral Health. The listening 
session launched the development of the next 
Surgeon General’s Report on Oral Health in 
2020. Niessen will serve as a section associate 
editor for this report. u
Dean Serves as  
Surgeon General  
Session Keynote
Lawrence Dougherty, D.M.D. (’08), is a member 
of the dental practice at Rolling Oaks Dental in 
San Antonio, Texas.
Borislaw Dvorkin, D.M.D. (’09), is a member of  
the dental practice at Venice Dental in Wood-
bridge, Ontario.
The married alumni duo of Kelly Cundy Hart, 
D.M.D., 2016, 2018, and Trevor Hart, D.M.D.,  
2016, opened their own practice, Hart to Hart,  
in Oakland Park, Florida. The new practice pro- 
vides general dentistry and pediatric dentistry.
Let your former classmates know your  
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     As we enter a significant era of change in health care education, 
Nova Southeastern University’s Health Professions Division 
(HPD) serves as a sentinel for the academic health care commu-
nity when it comes to modeling the evolving paradigm of health 
care training.
     Since the inception of Southeastern College of Osteopathic 
Medicine in 1979, the late Morton Terry, D.O.—the founder of 
the HPD—frequently explained that health care had to be a 
collaborative, interdisciplinary endeavor. It is a precept we 
continually incorporate in our classrooms, through our curri- 
culum, and in our academic infrastructure.
 Because of decisions made decades ago, dramatic shortages  
in specific health care professions—such as physicians, nurses, 
pharmacists, and dentists—are occurring throughout the  
United States. To offset these shortages, what used to be known as the allied health profession has evolved 
into individualized professions, such as occupational therapy, physician assistant, and physical therapy.
 Florida, which is a retirement destination for many senior citizens, has the highest percentage of people 
older than 70 of any state in our country. As health care has evolved, seniors are no longer placed into 
long-term assisted living facilities or nursing homes after they suffer broken hips or other catastrophic falls, 
which was often the case in the past. Instead, they are cared for and holistically rehabilitated by an interpro-
fessional team of health care experts. They become whole and vital again in their home-care environment.
 I truly believe Dr. Terry had this interdisciplinary approach in mind when he created Southeastern 
University of the Health Sciences in the 1980s. He saw his ideas as a harbinger of what could help people  
live an additional decade or so. This is what I consider as the hallmark of the Health Professions Division.
 People want good health, and the best way to achieve it is by receiving interprofessional, collaborative  
care from a dedicated team of health care professionals. NSU’s Health Professions Division is doing an 
extraordinarily fine job of teaching its students to do just that.
Frederick Lippman, R.Ph., Ed.D.
Chancellor, Special Projects
Health Professions Division
MESSAGE from the Chancellor
The chain of events started as you applied to  
NSU. It continued as you became a student at the  
College of Dental Medicine and then graduated  
to become a member of the dental profession.  
You are a vital part of the NSU family. 
Make your voice heard by becoming active  
in the new CDM Alumni Society. We also  
are accepting nominations for the  
CDM Alumni Society Advisory Board.
The chain begins and continues  
with you.
For the latest information, visit our  
website at dental.nova.edu. You can  
update your personal information  
at dental.nova.edu/alumni-relations.
For more information on becoming  
involved, email Rosalie Marin at  
rosalie.marin@nova.edu,  
or call (954) 262-7317.
Be active in your alumni society 
and leave a lasting impression.
Build upon your  
NSU legacy.
COLLEGE OF DENTAL MEDICINE 
3200 South University Drive 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33328-2018
Alumni Receptions Scheduled
For more information, visit dental.nova.edu. 
Preparing Dental Leaders for a Diverse Global Community
Your Destination for Dental Education
